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This is the user documentation to get started using the web interface to the tools developed by the
NESS project for creating virtual instruments and compositions.

1 Overview

Currently the codes available via the web interface are:

• The original Zero code (see section 5): simulates metallic plates being struck or bowed

• ZeroPoint1 code (see section 6): similar to the Zero Code, but with additional support to allow a .WAV file as
input to drive the excitation of the plates, and modifications in the way connections between instruments are
modelled

• Multiplate code (see section 7): a non-linear multiplate modelling code

• Soundboard code (see section 8): a code which simulates a soundboard with a number of strings attached, as
well as barriers (frets)

• Guitar code (see section 9): a code which simulates a number of guitar strings, with optional backboard, frets
and movable fingers. It can also simulate a network of connected strings and bars

• Brass code (see section 10): a code which simulates a brass instrument with valves and blowing lips input

• Modal Plate code (see section 11): a code which simulates a non-linear plate using modal synthesis

• Bowed String code (see section 12): a code which simulates bowed strings such as violin, viola and cello strings

To use these codes, first you must register, as described in section 2. Once registered, the web interface to access
these codes is located here:

http://edin.ac/1aqgZ09

For details of how to use this interface, see section 3. Via this interface, each of these codes can be run on a multi-GPU
machine hosted at EPCC http://www.epcc.ed.ac.uk/.

In addition to this, there is a gesture generator tool accessible here:

http://edin.ac/1jc9mlM

For details of how to use the gesture generator, see 4. This tool allows the rapid generation of a series of strikes to
use as part of a score with the two zero codes.
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2 Registering for access to the NESS User Interface

Registering for using the NESS user interface is a two stage process:

1. Register for an EASE Friend account with the University of Edinburgh:

https://www.ease.ed.ac.uk/friend/

2. Then email the NESS team synthesis@epcc.ed.ac.uk, including your EASE username (usually your email ad-
dress) in the email. You will then be added to the user access list for the NESS web UI.

3 NESS User Interface

The NESS User Interface:

http://edin.ac/1aqgZ09

allows a user to run simulations using some codes provided by the NESS project. First, the user must register, see
section 2 for details.

3.1 Overview

Basically the user interface takes an instrument file and a score file, and runs a simulation. The format for these files
are described in:

• For the Zero code, instrument: 5.1; score: 5.2

• For the ZeroPoint1 code, instrument: 6.1; score: 6.2

• For the Multiplate code, instrument: 7.1; score: 7.2

• For the Soundboard code, instrument: 8.1; score: 8.2

• For the Guitar and network code, instrument: 9.1; score: 9.2

• For the Brass code, instrument: 10.1; score: 10.2

• For the Bowed String code, instrument: 12.1; score: 12.2

In addition, for the ZeroPoint1 code, an Audio input .WAV file can be specified to drive the excitation of the plates.

For both the zero codes there is the “multi-channel” option. If selected (the default setting), this ensures that all
channel output files are generated as defined in the instrument file, as well as a stereo mix. If deselected, only the
stereo mix is generated.

Once the input files have been selected, there are two choices for your simulation:
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• Demo: this runs your composition at a lower sample rate, so the results can be retrieved more quickly, but of
course at the expense of the quality of sound. This is very useful to quickly check if a score is going to produce
what you are expecting (NOTE: this is not yet supported for the multiplate code)

• full run: this uses the sample rate as defined in your instrument file. Depending on the complexity of the
instrument(s), connections and score, this can take quite a while to execute. For the zero codes, first an
estimate of the runtime is calculated: if it will be a short run (less than 20 seconds), it will run it there and
then and the browser will wait for the results, which will appear as links at the bottom of the page. If it will
be a long run, the browser indicates this to the user along with where the results will appear, but then returns
control to the user whilst the simulation runs in the background (this is happening on a remote machine so
logging off, navigating away etc will not affect the simulation)

For short/demo runs, the stereo output is played automatically once the run has completed.

3.2 Results and Data Retention

All your simulation results are stored in:

http://edin.ac/1jcahTp/〈EASElogin〉

Where 〈EASElogin〉 is the login you use to access the EASE web interface. Within this directory your simulations
are stored, each in their own directory, with a name representing the date and time at which they were run, e.g.

http://edin.ac/1jcahTp/jbloggs/2013-11-29-15-30-43

Each simulation directory contains the instrument and score files used as input for the simulation (plus any optional
.WAV used as input), the resulting stereo mix of the output, and if selected, the individual output channels. Finally
there is a log file containing the output (such as runtime etc) from the code itself.

Important: results will only be guaranteed to be retained for two weeks after they were generated, after this period
they should be considered to be at risk. We hope to provide options for management of results data for users in the
future (bulk downloads, deletion etc), for now they can be downloaded using the ’Right-click-〉save’ browser option.
Each user will be assigned a disk space storage allowance, once this has been reached results data may be deleted,
oldest first.

Tip: deselecting the “multi-channel” option can help reduce the amount of data you are producing whilst experi-
menting.

4 NESS Gesture Generator

The NESS Gesture Generator:

http://edin.ac/1jc9mlM

allows a user to generate strikes to use in score files for exciting metal plates modelled in the Zero codes provided by
the NESS project.

First, the user must register, see section 2 for details.
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4.1 Overview

Basically the gesture generator generates a series of strikes. These can be demonstrated on a basic steel plate, and
then exported to be included in a user’s own score file. The strikes are generated in the format supported by the
Zero code as described in section 5.2.

The interface is split into three parts: the first is for the high-level settings for the gesture generation, such as start
time (see section 4.2); the next are a series of input graphs to determine the profile of the strikes to be generated
(section 4.3); and finally, there are some options for demo’ing the gesture and accessing the strikes for input to the
user’s scorefile (section 4.4).

4.2 Settings

The settings for the gesture generation are:

• Sample rate (Hz): default 44100 - the assumed sample rate for the demo

• Gesture Start Time (secs): All the strikes generated have an absolute strike time associated with them, the
gesture start time allows the user to generate strikes from this time. Default is 0, i.e. the start of a composition.

• Gesture duration (secs): determines the length of the gesture, i.e. along with the Start Time, determines the
range of times where the strikes will appear. Default value 4

• Granularity (points/s): determines the amount of movable points on the graphs, default 2 points per second.

• Max BPS: determines the maximum number of beats per second to set the ranges for the graphs - default is 20

Note: changing any of these will reset the graphs.

4.3 Graphs

The gesture generation graphs allow the user to determine the profile of the strikes to be generated. Each graph
alters a different aspect of the gesture:

• Density - determines the strike density for the gesture, a higher value means more strikes generated per/s

• Density Randomizer - adds a random factor to the time the strike happens, 0 implies no randomness, 1 means
the strike could happen anywhere between the previous strike and the next strike

• Amplitude - Determines the amplitude of the strikes

• Duration - determines the duration of each strike

• X coord - determines where on the plate in the x direction the strike occurs (normalised to range 0..1)

• Y coord - determines where on the plate in the y direction the strike occurs (normalised to range 0..1)

• XY random - adds a random factor to the (x,y) location of the strike

Once the graph settings have been chosen, the user selects “update strikes” to see the new gesture that the graphs
generate. If a random factor has been introduced, repeated pressings of this will generate different strike patterns.
The final graph shows the strike pattern that has been generated, and there are four different views available:
duration, amplitude, x coordinate and y coordinate.
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4.4 Demo and export

Once the user is happy with the strikes generated, they can demo the strikes on a simple plate to hear the pattern.
They can also set up the name of the instrument that the strikes are going to be applied to (as in, the unique name
of the plate), the file name of the gesture data to be downloaded, and finally the gesture can be downloaded to be
included in a score file.

5 Zero Code Information

The zero code can be accessed in two ways:

• Via the command line (see appendix A). This requires you to have direct access to the code executable

• Via the web interface (see section 3)

In both instances the zero code requires two input files, an instrument file described in section 5.1, and a score file
described in section 5.2

Example instrument and score files for this code can be downloaded from:

http://www.ness-music.eu/user-documentation/zero-code-examples

5.1 Instrument File Format: Zero code

Each line of the instrument file specifies either a component, a connection, an output, or the sampling rate. Currently
the only supported component type is plate, a 2D rectangular plate. The first word on the line must be either
’plate’, ’connection’, ’output’, ’samplerate’ or ’normalize outs’ and it is followed by a number of
parameters separated by spaces. Blank lines are ignored. Comments (beginning with ’#’) are allowed. In addition,
if using the NESS web interface to invoke the zero code, the comment:

# zcversion 0

must be included in the instrument file. (For the zeroPoint1 and the multiplate codes, this should be zcversion
0.1 and mpversion 0.1 respectively).

Parameters for each entry type:

plate 〈name〉 〈material name〉 〈thickness〉 〈tension〉 〈X size〉 〈Y size〉 〈T60 at 0Hz〉
〈T60 at 1000Hz〉 〈boundary condition type〉

connection 〈component 1〉 〈component 2〉 〈x1〉 〈y1〉 〈x2〉 〈y2〉 〈linear stiffness〉
〈nonlinear stiffness〉 〈T60〉

output 〈component〉 〈X〉 〈Y〉 〈pan〉

samplerate 〈sampling rate in Hz〉

normalize outs 1

Notes:
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• Components are each assigned a name which can be any string value as long as it is unique and doesn’t contain
spaces. This name is then used to refer to the component for connection and output definitions, and in
the score file.

• Material names are looked up in the materials.txt file (see section 5.3) to get parameters for that material

• boundary condition types are: 1=clamped, 2=simply supported, 3=free, 4=free with fixed
corners

• X and Y co-ordinates on the components are normalised to the range 0-1, regardless of the actual size of the
component

• pan value for output specifies where it goes in the stereo mix. -1=left, 0=centred, 1=right (values in
between these are also allowed)

• default sample rate if not given is 44100Hz

• Output normalisation is off by default, but can be enabled by adding normalize outs 1 in the instrument
file. Both British and American spellings are supported. This will have the effect of equalising the volumes of
all the channels in the stero mix output.

Example instrument file:

# zcversion 0

# set 44100Hz sampling rate

samplerate 44100

normalize outs 1

# define a steel plate

plate plat1 steel 0.002 0.0 0.3 0.2 10.0 6.0 4

# define a connection from one point on the plate to another

connection plat1 plat1 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.7 10000.0 10000000.0 1000000.0

# define two outputs from the plate

output plat1 0.9 0.6 -1.0

output plat1 0.3 0.7 1.0
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5.2 Score File Format: Zero code

The score file defines inputs that happen at certain times during the simulation. The format is similar to the
instrument file format; each line specifies either an input (currently ’bow’ and ’strike’ are supported), the simulation
duration, and the high pass filter state. Again blank lines are ignored and comments are allowed. Parameters are as
follows:

strike 〈start time〉 〈component〉 〈X〉 〈Y〉 〈duration〉 〈amplitude〉

bow 〈start time〉〈component〉 〈X〉 〈Y〉 〈duration〉 〈force amplitude〉 〈velocity
amplitude〉 〈friction〉 〈ramp time〉

duration 〈duration〉

highpass [on|off]

• component names and locations within components are as described in the instrument file section

• durations and start times are in seconds, not samples

• ramp time is the time taken for the bow velocity and force to reach its peak amplitude

Example score file:

highpass off # no high-pass filter

duration 1.0 # one second simulation

# define a strike

strike 0.0 plat1 0.4 0.7 0.002 400000.0

# define a bowing action

bow 0.3 plat1 0.3 0.9 4.0 2.3 2.8 1.1 0.02

5.3 Materials File Format: Zero code

The materials file is always named materials.txt. It is a text file where each line specifies the parameters for one
material:

〈material name〉 〈young’s modulus〉 〈poisson’s ratio〉 〈density〉
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The material name can be any unique string that doesn’t contain spaces. Blank lines are ignored and comments are
allowed.

Example materials file:

# Materials list

steel 2e11 0.3 7800

aluminium 7e10 0.35 2700

lead 1.6e10 0.44 11340

6 Zero Point 1 Code Information

There are two principal changes in the Zero Point One code over the original:

• Connections between plates are defined differently. See the instrument file section 6.1 for the new parameters

• Audio (WAV file) inputs are now supported. See score file section 6.2 for details

The zero point 1 code can be accessed in two ways:

• Via the command line, in the same way as for the original zero code (see section A.2). This requires you to
have direct access to the code executable

• Via the web interface (see section 3)

In both instances the ZeroPoint1 code requires two input files, an instrument file described in section 6.1, and a score
file described in section 6.2. Example instrument and score files for this code can be downloaded from:

http://www.ness-music.eu/user-documentation/zero-point-1-examples

Implementation details of the ZeroPoint1 code are in appendix A.
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6.1 Instrument File Format: ZeroPoint1 code

The instrument file for the ZeroPoint1 code generally follows the same format as for the Zero code (see section 5.1),
with the exception being in the definition of the connections between plates:

connection 〈component 1〉 〈component 2〉 〈x1〉 〈y1〉 〈x2〉 〈y2〉 〈stiffness〉 〈nonlinearity
exponent〉 〈one sided〉 〈offset〉

If using the NESS web interface to invoke the zero code, the comment:

# zcversion 0.1

must be included in the instrument file.

Example ZeroPoint1 instrument file:

# zcversion 0.1

# set 44100Hz sampling rate

samplerate 44100

# define a steel plate

plate plat1 steel 0.002 0.0 0.3 0.2 10.0 6.0 4

# define a connection from one point on the plate to another

connection plat1 plat1 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.7 100000.0 1 1 0.653

# define two outputs from the plate

output plat1 0.9 0.6 -1.0

output plat1 0.3 0.7 1.0

6.2 Score File Format: ZeroPoint1 code

The score file for the ZeroPoint1 code follows the same format as for the Zero code (see section 5.2). It also has the
additional option of defining an audio file as input:
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audio 〈filename〉 〈start time〉 〈component〉 〈X〉 〈Y〉 〈gain〉

Audio files must be mono 8- or 16-bit PCM WAV files.

Example ZeroPoint1 score file:

highpass off # no high-pass filter

duration 1.0 # one second simulation

# define a strike

strike 0.0 plat1 0.4 0.7 0.002 400000.0

# define a bowing action

bow 0.3 plat1 0.3 0.9 4.0 2.3 2.8 1.1 0.02

# define an audio input

audio drumming.wav 0.1 plat1 0.2 0.4 1.0

7 Non-linear Multi-plate Code Information

The multi-plate code can be run from the NESS interface in a similar manner to the Zero codes, the differences in
the instrument and score file formats are recorded in sections 7.1 and 7.2. Note that the web interface does not yet
provide an estimate of how long the simulation will take for the multiplate code, so the web interface will wait for
the simulation to complete before control is returned to the user. It is hoped that this behaviour will be modified in
a future release.

The multiplate can also be run from the command line if you have access to the executable. Command line options
and implementation details are discussed in appendix A.

Example instrument and score files for this code can be downloaded from:

http://www.ness-music.eu/user-documentation/multiplate-examples
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7.1 Multiplate Instrument File Format

The instrument file format is very similar to the Zero code. A sample instrument file, corresponding to the airbox
and plates in the original Matlab, is given below:

# mpversion 0.1

samplerate 44100

normalise outs 0

airbox 1.32 1.32 1.37 340.0 1.21

plate plat1 0.81 0.87 0.0 0.0 0.22 7800.0 0.002 8e11 0.33 4.0 0.001

plate plat2 0.39 0.42 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 7800.0 0.002 8e11 0.33 4.0 0.001

plate plat3 0.65 0.61 0.1 0.1 -0.27 7800.0 0.002 8e11 0.33 4.0 0.001

airbox output 0.01 0.02 0.6

airbox output -0.6 0.012 0.15

airbox output -0.6 0.012 -0.15

airbox output 0.01 0.02 -0.6

airbox output 0.01 0.7 0.01

airbox output -0.01 -0.7 -0.01

airbox output 0.6 0.012 0.15

airbox output 0.6 0.012 -0.15

plate output plat1 0.141421356237310 0.113137084989848

plate output plat1 -0.282842712474619 0.056568542494924

plate output plat2 0.141421356237310 0.113137084989848

plate output plat2 -0.282842712474619 0.056568542494924

plate output plat3 0.141421356237310 0.113137084989848

plate output plat3 -0.282842712474619 0.056568542494924

Note, if using the NESS web interface to invoke the multi-plate code, the comment:

# mpversion 0.1

must be included in the instrument file.

The following lines are allowed in the instrument file:
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• samplerate sets the sample rate for the simulation. Default is 44100.

• normalise outs specifies whether to normalise the output channels individually before creating the stereo
mix (1) or not (0). The default is 0. The American spelling normalize outs is also supported.

• airbox defines the dimensions and other parameters of the airbox. Parameters are the width, the depth, the
height, c a and rho a. Only one airbox can be defined currently.

• plate defines a plate within the airbox. The first parameter is a name for the plate which must be a unique
string and is used to refer to it for the purposes of outputs and strikes. The numeric parameters are size X,
size Y, centre X, centre Y, centre Z, rho, H, E, nu, T60, sig1.

• airbox output defines an output taken from within the airbox. The parameters are its X, Y and Z position.

• plate output defines an output taken from a plate. The parameters are the name of the plate and the X
and Y position for the output. The position values are normalised to the range -1 to +1.

• membrane defines a circular drum membrane within the airbox. The first parameter is a name for the membrane
which must be a unique string and is used to refer to it for the purposes of outputs and strikes. The numeric
parameters are the radius, centre X, centre Y, centre Z, rho, H, T, E, nu, T60 and sig1.

• drumshell defines a cylindrical drum shell that acts as a barrier within the airbox. The first parameter is
a name for the drum shell which must be a unique string. The numeric parameters are centre X, centre Y,
bottom Z, radius and shell height.

• bassdrum defines a bass drum embedded in an airbox. This is just a shortcut for defining an airbox, a drum
shell and two identical drum membranes in one go. The drum is centred within the airbox. The parameters
are: airbox width, airbox depth, airbox height, c a, rho a, drum shell height, drum radius, membrane rho,
H, T, E, nu, T60, sig1. For the purposes of adding strikes and taking outputs, the top membrane is named
’drumtop’ and the bottom one ’drumbottom’.

Items must come after any items that they are dependent on; the airbox must be defined before the plates
(and membranes and drumshells), and the plates and membranes should be defined before the outputs.

7.2 Multiplate Score File Format

The score file defines input events that happen during the simulation. It also defines the length of the simulation in
seconds. Currently the only input type supported is a strike on a plate. Example score file:

duration 4.0

strike 2.2675737e-4 plat1 0.6653034 0.3507947 0.007233560090703 1000.0

strike 0.22684807256236 plat2 0.5177853 0.41139928754 0.006507936507936508
500.0

strike 0.4546031746031746 plat3 0.68823711 0.363045233 0.00780045351473923
500.0

The first parameter of a strike is the start time. The other parameters are the name of the plate, the X position,
the Y position, the duration, and the maximum force. The position values are normalised to the range 0-1. The
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duration and start time are give in seconds, unlike the Matlab version where they are given in samples. This allows
the same score file to be run at different sample rates and have the strikes occur at the same times.

Outputs

Each airbox or plate output causes a pair of output files to be generated. Firstly, the raw double precision data is
written to a file with a .f64 extension. The data is in little endian form. Secondly, a 16-bit mono WAV file is also
generated, with the output data normalised to an appropriate range.

8 Soundboard Code Information

The soundboard code simulates a soundboard with a number of strings attached, as well as barriers (frets).

The soundboard code can be run from the NESS interface in a similar manner to the Zero codes, the differences in
the instrument and score file formats are recorded in sections 8.1 and 8.2. Example instrument and score files for
this code can be downloaded from:

http://www.ness-music.eu/user-documentation/soundboard-examples

Command line options and implementation details are discussed in appendix A.

8.1 Soundboard Instrument File Format

The instrument file format defines the configuration of the strings, soundboard and frets. A sample instrument file,
corresponding to the configuration in the original Matlab, is given below:
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# sbversion 0.1

samplerate 44100

string string1 0.662944737278636 0.020632359246225 79.150136708685949
2.191433389648589e+11 0.000384352256525255 11.311481398313173
8.357470309715547 0.655477890177557 0.276922984960890 0.694828622975817
0.438744359656398 3 -0.001418729661716 -0.002689803992052 0.019597439585161

string string2 0.681158387415124 0.020097540404999 79.297770703985535
2.097075129744568e+11 0.000483147105037813 10.071423357148380
8.515480261156666 0.171186687811562 0.046171390631154 0.317099480060861
0.381558457093008 9 -0.001509373363965 -0.003674776529611 0.013403857266661

string string3 0.525397363258701 0.020278498218867 63.152261633550964
2.160056093777760e+11 0.000458441465911911 11.698258611737554
8.486264936249832 0.706046088019609 0.097131781235848 0.950222048838355
0.765516788149002 8 -0.000552050153997 -0.003762004636883 0.015852677509798

string string4 0.682675171227804 0.020546881519205 79.411855635212305
2.028377267725443e+11 0.000491898485278581 11.867986495515101
7.784454039068336 0.031832846377421 0.823457828327293 0.034446080502909
0.795199901137063 12 -0.001359405353707 -0.003003271896036
0.012238119394911

plate 7850 0.001 2e11 0.3 0 0.5 0.2 10 9

collision 1.793912177273139e+15 1.555095115459269 50

string out string3 0.585264091152724 0.514400458221443

string out string2 0.549723608291140 0.507458188556991

string out string2 0.917193663829810 -0.239108306049287

string out string4 0.285839018820374 0.135643281450442

plate out 0.075854289563064 0.779167230102011 0.137647321744385

plate out 0.053950118666607 0.934010684229183 -0.061218717883588

plate out 0.530797553008973 0.129906208473730 -0.976195860997517

Note, if using the NESS web interface to invoke the soundboard code, the comment:

# sbversion 0.1

must be included in the instrument file.

The following lines are allowed in the instrument file:

• samplerate sets the sample rate for the simulation. Default is 44100.
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• string defines a string within the simulation. The first parameter is a name for the string which must be
unique and is used to refer to it for the purposes of inputs and outputs. The numeric parameters are length (m),
density (kg/m), tension (N), Young’s modulus (Pa), radius (m), T60 at DC (s), T60 at 1kHz (s), X co-ordinate
of start of string, Y co-ordinate of start of string, X co-ordinate of end of string, Y co-ordinate of end of string,
number of frets, fret height (m, should be negative!), baseboard height (m, should be negative and less than
fret height), variation in baseboard profile (quadratic, small positive number).

• plate defines the soundboard to which the strings are connected. There should only be one of these per
instrument file. The numeric parameters are density (kg per cubic metre), thickness (m), Young’s modulus
(Pa), Poisson’s ratio (nd), tension (N/m), size in X dimension (m), size in Y dimension (m), T60 at DC (s),
T60 at 1kHz (s).

• collision defines parameters for the Newton Raphson solver that handles collisions between the strings and
the frets. They are: collision stiffness, collision nonlinearity exponent, and number of iterations.

• string out defines an output taken directly from a string. Parameters are name of string, location on string
(normalised to range 0 to 1), and pan position for stereo mix (normalised to range -1 to 1).

• plate out defines an output taken directly from the soundboard. Parameters are X position (0 to 1), Y
position (0 to 1), and stereo pan position (-1 to 1).

Order is important; the strings must come first, followed by the plate definition, followed by the collision definition,
and finally the outputs.

8.2 Soundboard Score File Format

The score file defines input events that happen during the simulation. It also defines the length of the simulation in
seconds. The soundboard code supports two types of inputs: striking a string, and plucking a string. Example score
file:

duration 2.0

strike string1 0.001000000000000 0.001505957051665 5.736077649819015
0.929263623187228

pluck string2 0.002000000000000 0.001699076722657 3.693122214143396
0.349983765984809

strike string3 0.003000000000000 0.001890903252536 3.746470027795287
0.196595250431208

pluck string4 0.004000000000000 0.001959291425205 4.287541270618682
0.251083857976031

The first parameter of a strike or pluck is the name of the string which is to be struck or plucked. The numeric
parameters are: start time (seconds), duration (seconds), maximum force (N), and location on string (normalised to
range 0 to 1).

Outputs

Each string or plate output causes a pair of output files to be generated. Firstly, the raw double precision data is
written to a file with a .f64 extension. The data is in little endian form. Secondly, a 16-bit mono WAV file is also
generated, with the output data normalised to an appropriate range.
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9 Guitar and Network Code Information

Due to similarities in the instrument and score file formats, a single code can be used to implement both a guitar,
and a network of strings and bars. This code can be accessed in two ways:

• Via the command line (see appendix A). This requires you to have direct access to the code executable

• Via the web interface (see section 3)

In both instances the code requires two input files, an instrument file described in section 9.1, and a score file
described in section 9.2

Example instrument and score files for this code can be downloaded from:

http://www.ness-music.eu/user-documentation/guitar-examples

9.1 Instrument File Format: Guitar and network code

The guitar and network code uses a subset of Matlab syntax for its instrument and score files; this allows the same
input files to be shared between the Matlab and C++ implementations of the code. Only constant values (scalars,
arrays and cell arrays) are supported.

As for the other NESS codes, the first line of the instrument file should specify the code version in a comment, if it
is to be used with the web interface. Note that in Matlab syntax, the ’%’ character starts a comment:

% gtversion 1.0

Values that can be defined in the instrument file are described below:

SR (scalar) sampling rate for the simulation. Defaults to 44100 if not specified.

string def (array) defines the parameters for each string of the guitar. This is a 2-dimensional array with a row
for each string. Each row contains 7 items: length in metres, Young’s modulus, tension, radius, density, T60
at 0Hz, T60 at 1000Hz.

output def (array) defines the locations of the outputs. This is a 2-dimensional array with a row for each output.
Each row contains 2 items: the index of the string from which the output should be taken (1-based), and the
distance along the string (normalised to the range 0-1).

pan (array) defines the pan position for each output in the stereo mix. This is a 1-dimensional array with a single
value (range -1 to 1) for each output.

backboard (array) defines the shape of the backboard. This is a 3 element array; the elements (which should be
negative) define a quadratic function describing the shape of the backboard.

fretnum (scalar) the number of frets. Will be computed automatically from the size of the frets array if not
specified.
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frets (array) defines the locations of the frets. This is a 2-dimensional array with a row for each fret. Each row
contains 2 items: the position of the fret (normalised to the range 0-1) and the height of the fret (which should
be negative).

barrier params def (array) specifies 5 basic parameters for the barrier (fret and backboard) collisions. The
parameters are: K, alpha, beta, number of iterations for Newton solver, and tolerance for Newton solver.

finger params (array) specifies 4 basic parameters for the finger collisions. The parameters are: mass, K, alpha
and beta.

normalize outs (scalar) set this to 1 to normalise the output arrays individually before mixing, or 0 to leave them
as they are.

itnum iteration count for the Newton solver.

Additionally, there are a few values that may be required for running the original Matlab version of the code, but
are ignored by the C++ version:

tol tolerance for the Newton solver.

finger num the number of fingers in the simulation

Example instrument file with strings, backboard, frets and finger:

% gtversion 0.1

SR = 48000;

string_def = [0.68 2e11 12.1 0.0002 7850 15 5;
0.68 2e11 12.3 0.00015 7850 15 5;
0.68 2e11 21.9 0.00015 7850 15 5;
0.68 2e11 39.2 0.00015 7850 15 7;
0.68 2e11 27.6 0.0001 7850 15 5;
0.68 2e11 49.2 0.0001 7850 15 8];

output_def = [1 0.9; 2 0.9; 3 0.9; 4 0.9; 5 0.9; 6 0.9];

pan = [0.3 0.4 -0.4 0.4 0.1 -0.4 ];

backboard = [-0.002 -0.001 -0.0002];

fretnum = 20;
frets = [0.056125687318306 -0.001000000000000;

0.109101281859661 -0.001000000000000;
0.159103584746285 -0.001000000000000;
0.206299474015900 -0.001000000000000;
0.250846461561659 -0.001000000000000;
0.292893218813453 -0.001000000000000;
0.332580072914983 -0.001000000000000;
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0.370039475052563 -0.001000000000000;
0.405396442498639 -0.001000000000000;
0.438768975845313 -0.001000000000000;
0.470268452820352 -0.001000000000000;
0.500000000000000 -0.001000000000000;
0.528062843659153 -0.001000000000000;
0.554550640929830 -0.001000000000000;
0.579551792373143 -0.001000000000000;
0.603149737007950 -0.001000000000000;
0.625423230780830 -0.001000000000000;
0.646446609406726 -0.001000000000000;
0.666290036457491 -0.001000000000000;
0.685019737526282 -0.001000000000000];

barrier_params_def = [1e10 1.3 10 20 1e-12];

itnum = 20;
tol = 1e-12;

finger_num = 6;
finger_params = [0.005 1e7 3.3 100];

The code can also be used to implement a network of strings and bars with connections between them. The
connections are defined by an additional array in the instrument file:

ssconnect def (array) defines the parameters for each connection between strings. This is a 2-dimensional array
with a row for each connection. Each row contains 9 items: the mass, frequency, loss parameter, collision
exponent, rattling distance, index of first string, connection point on first string (0-1), index of second string,
connection point on second string. If the second string index is 0, the connection is to a single string only. If
multiple connections are defined connecting to the same point on a string, the latter one will be automatically
removed as this is not currently supported.

Example instrument file with strings and connections:

% gtversion 0.1

SR=48000;

% define strings
string_def = [0.68 1 12.1 0.0002 15 5;

0.68 1 12.3 0.00015 15 5;
0.68 1 21.9 0.00015 15 5;
0.68 1 39.2 0.00015 15 7;
0.68 1 27.6 0.0001 15 5;
0.68 1 49.2 0.0001 15 8];

% define outputs
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output_def = [1 0.9; 2 0.9; 3 0.9; 4 0.9; 5 0.9; 6 0.9];

itnum = 20;
normalize_outs = 1; % individually normalise output channels

% panning (-1 to 1, per channel)
pan = [0.314, 0.405, -0.373, 0.413, 0.132, -0.402];

%connection network
ssconnect_def = [0.00378498, 10571.66, 12.922, 2.3574, 0.00000706046, 1, 0.69482, 0, 0;

0.00646881, 5853.756, 14.594, 2.5154, 0.00000031832, 2, 0.31709, 1, 0.795;
0.01057506, 9002.804, 11.557, 2.4862, 0.00000276922, 3, 0.95022, 2, 0.186;
0.01064888, 2418.863, 5.3571, 1.7844, 0.00000046171, 4, 0.03444, 3, 0.489;
0.00257613, 5217.612, 13.491, 2.3109, 0.00000097131, 5, 0.43874, 4, 0.445;
0.01070592, 10157.35, 14.339, 1.3423, 0.00000823457, 6, 0.38155, 5, 0.646];

To simplify the specification of the string and fret information, two functions are provided: string def gen
and fret def gen. These take parameters that are more musically meaningful and return the string def and
fret def arrays as required by the code.

The string def gen function takes 7 parameters:

material tab This 2D array specifies materials that can then be used to create the strings. Each row of the array
corresponds to a separate material, and should contain the density and Young’s Modulus parameters for that
material.

notes This array contains one element per string, and specifies the pitch of the string, in semitones relative to middle
C.

materials This array also contains one element per string. Each element is an index into the material tab above,
specifying the material for the string.

inharmonicity This array also contains one element per string, which should be a small, positive number.

length This is a scalar value and specifies the length of the strings in metres.

T60 0 This array contains one element per string, specifying the T60 at d.c. for each string.

T60 1000 Same as T60 0, but specifies the T60 at 1000Hz for each string.

The fret def gen function generates an array of frets that are exponentially spaced (i.e. evenly spaced in terms
of pitch). It takes 3 or 4 parameters:

frets The first parameter is an optional array of manually positioned frets. If this is passed in, the new frets
generated by the function will be appended onto it.

fretnum The number of frets to generate (usually 20-24).

wid The spacing of the frets in semitones (usually 1).
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height The height of the frets, normally around -0.001 (around a millimetre below the string).

Example instrument file using the functions:

% gtversion 1.0

SR = 48000;

% 1 - steel, 2 - gold, 3 - uranium
mat_tab = [7850 2e11;19300 7.9e10;

19050 2.08e11];

% fundamental, in semitones relative to middle C
notes = [-8 -3 2 7 11 16];

% materials, referring to table
material = [1 1 1 1 1 1];

% inharmonicity---a small positive number!
inharmonicity = [0.00001 0.00001 0.000001 0.000001 0.00001 0.00001];

% string length (common to all strings)
L = 0.68;

% T60 at DC for all strings
T60_0 = [15 15 15 15 15 15];

% T60 at 1 kHz for all strings
T60_1000 = [7 7 7 7 7 7];

string_def = string_def_gen(mat_tab, notes, material, inharmonicity, L, T60_0, T60_1000);

out_num = 6;
output_def = [1 0.9; 2 0.9; 3 0.9; 4 0.9; 5 0.9; 6 0.9];
normalize_outs = 1;

pan = [0.3 0.4 -0.4 0.4 0.1 -0.4];

backboard = [-0.002 -0.001 -0.0002];

frets = [0.123456789, -0.000987654321];
frets = fret_def_gen(frets, 20, 1, -0.001);

barrier_params_def = [1e10 1.3 10 20 1e-12];

finger_params = [0.005 1e7 3.3 100];
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9.2 Score File Format: Guitar and network code

The score file for the guitar and network code is also in Matlab format. This time there are only four values allowed:

Tf (scalar) specifies the duration of the simulation in seconds.

highpass (scalar) setting this to 1 causes the outputs to be high-pass filtered before they are saved to disk.

exc (array) defines all of the excitations. This is a 2-dimensional array. Each row represents a single pluck or
strike of one of the strings, and consists of 5 or 6 values: the index of the string, the start time in seconds, the
position on the string (normalised to the range 0-1), the duration in seconds, and the amplitude. If the 6th
value is present then it is either 0, indicating a sinusoidal strike, or 1, indicating a half-sinusoidal pluck.

finger def (cell array) defines all of the fingers in the simulation, their movements and the forces associated with
them. This is a 2-dimensional cell array. Each row represents one finger and consists of 3 elements: the index
of the string that the finger is on; a 2-dimensional array defining how the finger position and force changes
over time; and a two element array specifying the finger’s initial position and velocity. Each row of the middle
element contains a time (in seconds), a position and a force. The position and force are interpolated between
the times given.

Example score file:

% guitar score file

Tf = 1; % duration
highpass = 1;

exc = [ 1 0.010000000000000 0.8 0.001299965854261 0.753352341821251;
2 0.022500000000000 0.8 0.001734179906576 0.570954585011654;
3 0.035000000000000 0.8 0.001104209253757 1.125803331171040;
4 0.047500000000000 0.8 0.001792575487554 0.524681470128999;
5 0.060000000000000 0.8 0.001782728942752 0.562042492509529;
6 0.072500000000000 0.8 0.001532397693219 0.629611982278315;
6 0.260000000000000 0.8 0.001450614072287 1.141631167720519;
5 0.272500000000000 0.8 0.001672335843923 1.286386643614576;
4 0.285000000000000 0.8 0.001856110833478 0.789150493176199;
3 0.297500000000000 0.8 0.001498445424255 0.997868010687049;
2 0.310000000000000 0.8 0.001048784504036 1.318434615976952;
1 0.322500000000000 0.8 0.001313832359873 1.095128292529225];

finger_def = {
1, [0 0.038 0; 0.18 0.148 0; 0.31 0.093 1.0; 0.78 0.173 1.0; 1.0 0.283 1.0], [0.01, 0];
2, [0 0.236 0; 0.18 0.153 0; 0.31 0.168 1.0; 0.78 0.205 1.0; 1.0 0.027 1.0], [0.01, 0];
3, [0 0.157 0; 0.18 0.195 0; 0.31 0.115 1.0; 0.78 0.194 1.0; 1.0 0.228 1.0], [0.01, 0];
4, [0 0.250 0; 0.18 0.081 0; 0.31 0.120 1.0; 0.78 0.166 1.0; 1.0 0.133 1.0], [0.01, 0];
5, [0 0.156 0; 0.18 0.272 0; 0.31 0.114 1.0; 0.78 0.265 1.0; 1.0 0.076 1.0], [0.01, 0];
6, [0 0.064 0; 0.18 0.001 0; 0.31 0.264 1.0; 0.78 0.070 1.0; 1.0 0.073 1.0], [0.01, 0]

};
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As with the instrument file, some functions are provided to assist in specifying the score. These are: pluck gen,
strum gen, strum gen multi and cluster gen.

pluck gen is the simplest of the functions and simply appends a single pluck to the excitation array. It takes 6
parameters and returns the excitation array with the new pluck added. The parameters are:

oldexc (array) The existing excitation array.

string (scalar) The index of the string to be plucked (1-based).

T (scalar) The start time for the pluck in seconds.

pos (scalar) The position of the pluck (0-1).

dur (scalar) The duration of the pluck in seconds.

amp (scalar) The amplitude of the pluck in Newtons.

In addition, there is a very similar function called event gen which can generate both plucks and strikes; it takes
a 7th parameter indicating whether a strike (0) or a pluck (1) should be appended to the excitation array.

strum gen generates a strum gesture, consisting of plucks on each string in order. It takes 11 or 12 parameters:

oldexc (array) The existing excitation array.

T (scalar) The start time of the strum.

dur (scalar) The duration of the entire strum gesture.

ud (scalar) The direction of the strum: 0 means up (starting on string 1), 1 means down (starting on last string).

amp (scalar) The amplitude in Newtons (normally around 1-10N).

amp rand (scalar) Amount of random variation in amplitude (0-1).

pluckdur (scalar) The duration of each individual pluck in the gesture (normally around 0.001-0.01s).

pluckdur rand (scalar) Amount of random variation in pluck duration (0-1).

pos (scalar) Average position on strings (0-1).

pos rand (scalar) Amount of random variation in position (0-1).

times rand (scalar) Amount of random variation in pluck times (0-1).

type (scalar) Optional. 0 for a strike, 1 for a pluck. Default is pluck.

strum gen multi is similar, but generates a sequence of multiple strum gestures. It takes 12 parameters:

oldexc (array) The existing excitation array.

T (array) Array of times, spanning the length of the gesture.

density (array) Array of densities, corresponding to the times in T.
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dur (array) Array of durations for strums, corresponding to the times in T.

ud (scalar) Strum direction. 0 means up, 1 means down, 2 means alternating.

amp (array) Array of amplitudes, corresponding to the times in T.

amp rand (scalar) Amount of random variation in amplitudes (0-1).

pluckdur (array) Array of durations for individual plucks, corresponding to the times in T.

pluckdur rand (scalar) Amount of random variation in pluck durations (0-1).

pos (array) Array of positions on strings, corresponding to the times in T (0-1).

pos rand (scalar) Amount of random variation in positions (0-1).

times rand (scalar) Amount of random variation in pluck start times (0-1).

cluster gen generates a random cluster of plucks on all the strings. It takes 10 or 11 parameters:

oldexc (array) The existing excitation array.

T (scalar) Start time for the cluster.

N pluck (scalar) Total number of plucks in cluster.

dur (scalar) Duration of entire gesture.

amp (scalar) Amplitude in Newtons.

amp rand (scalar) Amount of random variation in amplitude (0-1).

pluckdur (scalar) Duration of each individual pluck.

pluckdur rand (scalar) Amount of random variation in pluck duration (0-1).

pos (scalar) Average position on strings (0-1).

pos rand (scalar) Amount of random variation in position (0-1).

type (scalar) Optional. 0 for a strike, 1 for a pluck. Default is pluck.

Example score file using the functions:

% guitar score file

Tf = 1; % duration

exc = strum_gen(exc, 0, 0.4, 1, 1, 0.1, 0.001, 0.1, 0.8, 0.1, 0.1);
exc = strum_gen(exc, 0.3, 0.4, 0, 1, 0.1, 0.001, 0.1, 0.8, 0.1, 0.1);
exc = cluster_gen(exc, 0.6, 20, 0.2, 1, 0.1, 0.002, 0.1, 0.8, 0.1);
exc = pluck_gen(exc, 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.001, 1);

T = [0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6];
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density = [5, 5, 5, 5];
dur = [0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1];
amp = [1, 1, 1, 1];
pluckdur = [0.001, 0.001, 0.001, 0.001];
pos = [0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8];

exc = strum_gen_multi(exc, T, density, dur, 2, amp, 0.2, pluckdur, 0.2, pos, 0.2, 0.2);

finger_def = {
1, [0 0.038 0; 0.18 0.148 0; 0.31 0.093 1.0; 0.78 0.173 1.0; 1.0 0.283 1.0], [0.01, 0];
2, [0 0.236 0; 0.18 0.153 0; 0.31 0.168 1.0; 0.78 0.205 1.0; 1.0 0.027 1.0], [0.01, 0];
3, [0 0.157 0; 0.18 0.195 0; 0.31 0.115 1.0; 0.78 0.194 1.0; 1.0 0.228 1.0], [0.01, 0];
4, [0 0.250 0; 0.18 0.081 0; 0.31 0.120 1.0; 0.78 0.166 1.0; 1.0 0.133 1.0], [0.01, 0];
5, [0 0.156 0; 0.18 0.272 0; 0.31 0.114 1.0; 0.78 0.265 1.0; 1.0 0.076 1.0], [0.01, 0];
6, [0 0.064 0; 0.18 0.001 0; 0.31 0.264 1.0; 0.78 0.070 1.0; 1.0 0.073 1.0], [0.01, 0]

};

The excitation array, exc, is automatically initialised as an empty array, so it is not necessary to declare it before
passing it to the first function.

10 Brass Code Information

The brass code can be accessed in two ways:

• Via the command line (see appendix A). This requires you to have direct access to the code executable

• Via the web interface (see section 3)

In both instances the brass code requires two input files, an instrument file described in section 10.1, and a score file
described in section 10.2

10.1 Instrument File Format: Brass code

The instrument file contains parameters relating to the simulation, air and instrument properties which include:
sample rate (Hz), air temperature (◦C), valve position (mm), default and bypass valve tube lengths(mm), and bore
profile (distance (mm) and diameter (mm)).

The air temperature affects thermodynamic properties, such as the speed of sound in air and the air density, and
therefore the resonances of the instrument.

Valve positions must be given in ascending order. The number of entries for the valve position, default tube lengths,
and bypass tube lengths must be the same, e.g. if 3 valve positions are entered into the instrument file there must
also be 3 default tube lengths and 3 bypass tube lengths. The sum of a valve position and default tube length pair
must lie within the total length of the instrument.
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The profile of the default valve path is set by the original bore profile and the amount that the valve is considered
open and is considered constant along that section; the actual cross sectional surface area is original section multiplied
by the valve opening factor. The bypass section can be considered in 3 sections: 2 at the beginning and end of the
tube that are the same length as the default tube (the valve sections), and a middles, longer piece of tubing. The
overall profile of the bypass tube is a linear interpolation between the surface areas it joins to the main tubes but
the opening and closing sections are modified by the valve opening parameter.

The bore profile can specified in one of two ways. Setting the custominstrument option to be 0 uses a manual
input of position diameter pairs, setting it to be 1 uses the custom bore function.

10.1.1 Measured Bore

Using the measured bore option requires inputting position-diameter pairs into the bore breakpoint function. The
position entries must be inputted in ascending order.

Example manual instrument file:

% brversion 1.0
%3 valved instrument
custominstrument=0;%this is 0 if you have a real instrument bore
FS=44100;%sample rate
temperature=20;%temperature in C
vpos=[600,630,660];%position of valve in mm
vdl=[20,20,20];%default (shortest) tube length mm
vbl=[130.7,57.5,199.8];%bypass (longest) tube length mm

%bore specified in axial distance - diameter pairs both in mm
bore=[0,17.34;

1,16.3;
6,7.38;
7,5.53;
10,4.16;
67.3,6.8;
87.4,9.7;
88.3,9.6;
160.3,10.1;
210.3,10.8;
361.3,11.75;
396.3,11.75;
726.3,11.75;
741.3,11.8;
1131.3,18.3;
1141.3,18.8;
1358.8,66.7;
1367.8,81.4;
1381.3,127];
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10.1.2 Custom Bore

To use the custom instrument function, dimensions relating to sections must be specified. There are three general
sections: the mouthpiece, the middle sections, and the flare. The length of the flare is determined by the overall
length of the instrument and the previous sections length. There can be several middle sections defined of differing
type. All lengths and diameters are in units of mm.

The Mouthpiece The mouthpiece is constructed using a raised cosine which ramps from the opening diameter to
the first diameter specified in the middle sections over a specified length.

Middle Sections Multiple middle sections of differing profile can be specified to lie between the mouthpiece and
the instrument flare. The length of each middle section is specified in a length array and a second array contains
diameter and profile information for each section. This second array has 3 columns and the same number of rows
as there are middle sections. The third column entry specifies the type of profile used for that section, labelled by a
number, and the first two columns contain diameters in mm used in constructing the section. The labels correspond
to:

• 1 - linear - the bore profile linearly changes from the first entry diameter to the second

• 2 - sinusoid bump - a squared sine function is used to add a bulge to the profile. The entrance and exit of the
section have a diameter equal to the first entry of this section diameter, the bulge has a diameter equal to the
second entry.

• 3 - raised cosine ramp - a raised cosine is used to ramp from the first entry to the second. Same as for the
mouthpiece section.

Flaring Section The flare of the instrument is controlled by a final opening diameter and an exponent which
controls the steepness of this section. The length of the flare is equal to the total length of the instrument minus the
lengths of the mouthpiece and middles sections.

Example custom bore instrument file:

% brversion 1.0
%3 valved instrument
custominstrument=1;%this is 0 if you have a real instrument bore
FS=44100;%sample rate
temperature=20;%temperature in C
vpos=[600,630,660];%position of valve in mm
vdl=[20,20,20];%default (shortest) tube length mm
vbl=[130.7,57.5,199.8];%bypass (longest) tube length mm

xmeg=10;%mouthpiece length mm
x0eg=[80,200,545];%middle section lengths mm
Leg=1400;%total length of instrument mm
rmeg=20;%mouthpiece diameter mm
r0eg=[4,9,3;9,12,1;12,12,1];%middle section diameter (mm) and profile specifications
rbeg=130;%end diameter mm
fbeg=6;%flare power
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10.2 Score File Format: Brass code

The score file contains the information related to how the instrument is played. This includes: normalisation factor of
output, length of gesture (s), lip parameters (including effective area (m2), width (m), and mass (kg); damping; and
equilibrium separation (m)), lip frequency (Hz), mouth pressure (Pa), noise amplitude, and valve openings. There
are also modulation control parameters for lip frequency, mouth pressure and valve opening which include the rate
and strength of modulation. All control parameters are breakpoint functions of time - value pairs.

The normalisation factor sets the range of the outputted .wav file, e.g. for a normalisation factor of 1, the output
will have a range between -0.5 and 0.5.

10.2.1 Lip Parameters

The lip parameters control how the lip model interacts with the instrument and therefore how well the instrument
plays. The scoretemplate.m file contains lip parameters that should work with most instruments but extremely large
instruments will need modification. The lip stiffness parameter is perhaps the easiest to modify where a higher
stiffness can make it more difficult to lock onto an instrument resonance. A high stiffness can improve attack of the
note.

10.2.2 Pitch and Articulation

The lip frequency determines the pitch of the note but there is not an exact mapping between the lip frequency and
the frequency of the outputted sound; a lip frequency of 400Hz does not guarantee an outputted sound of 400Hz!.
Therefore to get a desired note some trial and error with the instrument in use is required.

The mouth pressure determines when the note is played and the volume of sound produced (before the output is
normalised). For a good attack a short transient of about 1ms is recommended but this will vary depending on
instrument and desired sound.

10.2.3 Modulation

Noise can be added to the mouth pressure signal to imitate the effects of turbulence generated inside a real instrument.
The noise amplitude is specified in the score as a fraction of the original mouth pressure, e.g. for a constant mouth
pressure of 3000Pa and a noise amplitude score file entry of 0.1 will add a noisy signal to the mouth pressure with a
range of -300Pa to 300Pa.

The vibrato and tremolo functions modulates the lip frequency and pressure signals using the following transforma-
tion:

g → g (1 +Am sin (2πfmt))

where g corresponds to the lip frequency and mouth pressure signal that is modulated, and Am and fm is the
corresponding modulation amplitude and frequency (Hz). As with the noise amplitude, the vibrato and tremolo
amplitudes correspond to fractions of the original lip frequency and mouth pressure inputted into the score file.
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10.2.4 Valve Control

The valve opening entry into the score file specifies how much of the air flow passes through the default tube at the
valve section, with 1 minus this entry giving how ‘open’ the bypass tube is. An entry of 1 corresponds to the default
tube being the only possible path, an entry of 0 corresponds to the bypass tube being the only possible path. Entries
between 0 and 1 correspond to a partially open valve configuration. All valve entries must be specified at each time
entry.

Modulation of valve openings is performed in a similar way to the vibrato and tremolo functions but the score entry
for valve modulation amplitude is the actual amplitude of modulation, not a fraction of the original amplitude. The
transformation is as follows:

q → q +Av sin(2πfvt)

where q is the original valve opening, and Av and fv are the valve modulation amplitude and frequency.

Example score file:

maxout=0.95;%max normalised value of instrument output
T=2;%Length of score s

Sr=[0,1.46e-5];%time s - effective lip surface area mˆ2
mu=[0,5.37e-5];%time s - effective lip mass kg
sigma=[0,5];%time s - effective lip damping
H=[0,0.00029];%time s - lip equilibrium separation m
w=[0,0.01];%time s - effective lip eidth m

lip_frequency=[0,400];%time s - lip frequency Hz

pressure=[0,0;
1e-4,];%time s - mouth pressure pa, useful to have short pressure ramp

%vibrato
vibamp=[0,0.1];%time s - vibrato amplitude as fraction of normal frequency
vibfreq=[0,2];%time s - frequency of vibrato Hz
%tremolo
tremamp=[0,0.1];%time s - tremolo amplitude as fraction of normal mouth pressure
tremfreq=[0,2];%time s - frequecny of tremolo Hz

noiseamp=[0,0.1];%time s - noise amplitude as fraction of normal mouth pressure

valveopening=[0,1,1,1];%time s - fractional valve opening between 0 and 1 for each valve
valvevibfreq=[0,0,0,0];%time s - valve vibrato frequency Hz
valvevibamp=[0,0,0,0];%time s - valve vibrato amplitude between 0 and 1 (not a fraction of original opening

11 Modal Plate Code Information

The modal plate code models a non-linear plate using modal synthesis. This may be faster under some circumstances
than the finite difference modelling scheme used by all the other NESS codes.

The modal plate code can be accessed in two ways:
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• Via the command line (see appendix A). This requires you to have direct access to the code executable

• Via the web interface (see section 3)

In both instances the modal plate code requires two input files, an instrument file described in section 11.1, and a
score file described in section 11.2. Example instrument and score files for this code can be downloaded from:

http://www.ness-music.eu/user-documentation/modal-plate-examples

11.1 Instrument File Format: Modal Plate code

Each line of the modal plate instrument file specifies either a plate, or an output. Currently only one plate per
simulation can be used, though multiple outputs can be taken from it. Unlike the other plate codes, the modal plate
code does not support connections between plates, or embedding plates in boxes or air.

The first word on each line of the instrument file must be either ’plate’ or ’output’ and it is followed by a
number of parameters separated by spaces. Blank lines are ignored. Comments (beginning with ’#’) are allowed.
In addition, if using the NESS web interface to invoke the modal plate code, the comment:

# mlversion 1.0

must be included in the instrument file.

The modal plate code provides a suite of plates with different properties. These plates have been chosen to give good
performance and interesting sound output. To select which plate to use, include the line plate n in the instrument
file, where n is one of the following numbers:

• 1 - a 0.22x0.21m plate running at a sample rate of 20kHz

• 2 - a 0.32x0.31m plate running at a sample rate of 20kHz

• 3 - a 0.2x0.2m plate running at a sample rate of 40kHz

It is also possible to change the loss parameters of the plate by including two extra numbers on the plate line, e.g.:

plate 2 1.2 0.15

If these parameters are omitted, they default to 1.0 and 0.1 for plates 1 and 2, and 0.2 and 0.0 for plate 3.

Unlike for the other NESS codes, the sample rate is fixed for each plate rather than being user controlled.

Any number of outputs can be taken from the plate. The output definition specifies the normalised position on the
plate (0-1 in the X and Y dimensions) from which the output should be taken, as well as the pan position for the
stereo mix (-1=left, 0=centred, 1=right):
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output 〈X〉 〈Y〉 〈pan〉

Output normalisation can also be turned on by including the line normalise outs 1 or normalize outs 1 in
the instrument file. This will equalise the level of all the channels in the stereo mix output.

Example instrument file:

# mlversion 1.0

plate 2

output 0.67 0.48 0.0

output 0.53 0.22 -0.5

output 0.81 0.44 -1.0

output 0.31 0.51 0.5

output 0.21 0.72 1.0

11.2 Score File Format: Modal Plate code

The score file defines inputs that happen at certain times during the simulation. The format is similar to the
instrument file format; each line specifies either an input (’strike’ and ’sine’ are supported), a parameter controlling
the timing (’bpm’ or ’tail’), or the high pass filter state. Again blank lines are ignored and comments are allowed.
Parameters are as follows:

strike 〈duration〉 〈amplitude〉 〈width〉 〈X〉 〈Y〉

sine 〈time〉 〈force〉 〈frequency〉 〈ramp up time〉 〈steady time〉 〈ramp down time〉 〈X〉
〈Y〉

bpm 〈beats per minute〉

tail 〈seconds〉

highpass [on|off]

Both strike and sine inputs specify a location on the plate in terms of normalised X and Y co-ordinates (in the range
0-1). For sine inputs, in addition to the frequency and force (amplitude) of the sine wave, an envelope can be given,
which rises from 0 to full height over time, remains steady for a period, and then decays back to 0 again. The timings
for the envelope, as well as the start time for the sine input, are given in seconds.

For strike inputs, the timing works slightly differently. The duration is given in ’beats’ rather than seconds, with
the bpm setting controlling the number of beats per minute. Each strike is assumed to begin immediately after
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the previous one finishes, with the first strike occurring at the very start of the simulation. The width parameter
controls the width (in seconds) of the raised cosine that forms the strike input.

The tail setting specifies the number of seconds for which the simulation should continue to run after the last input
finishes, allowing the dying away of the plate reverberation to be captured for as long as desired.

Example score file:

tail 5

bpm 100

strike 1.0 8.0 0.001 0.57 0.52

strike 0.3 8.2 0.0009 0.47 0.42

strike 0.3 8.2 0.0009 0.57 0.62

strike 0.3 8.8 0.0009 0.57 0.42

strike 1.0 7.8 0.0006 0.47 0.72

strike 0.3 9.5 0.0009 0.27 0.12

strike 0.3 7.2 0.0004 0.67 0.62

strike 0.3 6.5 0.0004 0.57 0.42

strike 1.0 9.7 0.0008 0.47 0.72

strike 0.3 10.9 0.0007 0.27 0.12

strike 0.3 11.1 0.0003 0.67 0.62

strike 0.3 9.2 0.0003 0.57 0.42

strike 5.0 11.5 0.0004 0.47 0.72

12 Bowed String Code Information

The bowed string code simulates the strings of instruments such as violins, violas and cellos, including bows and
fingers interacting with the strings. This code can be accessed in two ways:

• Via the command line (see appendix A). This requires you to have direct access to the code executable

• Via the web interface (see section 3)

In both instances the code requires two input files, an instrument file described in section 12.1, and a score file
described in section 12.2
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12.1 Instrument File Format: Bowed string code

The bowed string code uses a subset of Matlab syntax for its instrument and score files; this allows the same input
files to be shared between the Matlab and C++ implementations of the code. Constant values (scalars, arrays,
structures and cell arrays) and limited mathematical expressions are supported.

As for the other NESS codes, the first line of the instrument file should specify the code version in a comment, if it
is to be used with the web interface. Note that in Matlab syntax, the ’%’ character starts a comment:

% bsversion 1.0

Values that can be defined in the instrument file are described below:

Fs (scalar) sampling rate for the simulation. Defaults to 44100 if not specified.

instrument (string) instrument type to simulate. Valid values are ’violin’, ’viola’ and ’cello’.

instr numb (scalar) specifies which of the preset instruments to use. Valid values are 1-5 for violins, 1-2 for violas
and 1-3 for cellos.

normalize outs (scalar) if set to 1, normalises the outputs separately before saving them. Default is 0 (no nor-
malisation).

Nstrings (scalar) specifies the number of strings in the simulation. Must match the actual number of strings
defined in the instrument file or an error will occur.

strings (array of structs) can be used to specify all the string parameters manually instead of using a preset
instrument. Each string has members f0 (frequency), rho (density), rad (radius), E (Young’s Modulus), T60
(array of T60 values at 0Hz and 1KHz), and L (length).

bow (struct) specifies parameters for the bows. Members are Kw, alpha, beta, lambda and M.

fing (struct) specifies parameters for the fingers. Members are Kw, Ku, alpha, beta, lambda and M.

Example instrument file using the first preset viola instrument:

% bsversion 1.0

Fs = 44100;

% This needs to be set for the original Matlab code, but the
% C++ version ignores it
flag.manual = 0;

Nstrings = 4;

instrument = ’viola’;
instr_numb = 1;
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bow = struct();
bow.Kw = 1e6;
bow.alpha = 2.0;
bow.beta = 20;
bow.lambda = 10;
bow.M = 0.1;

fing = struct();
fing.Kw = 1e5;
fing.Ku = 1e3;
fing.alpha = 2.2;
fing.beta = 50;
fing.lambda = 20;
fing.M = 0.05;

Example instrument file that defines two strings manually instead of using a preset instrument:

% bsversion 1.0

Fs = 44100;

% This needs to be set for the original Matlab code, but the
% C++ version ignores it
flag.manual = 1;

Nstrings = 2;

strings = struct;

% String 1
strings(1).f0 = 440;
strings(1).rho = 7e-4;
strings(1).rad = 3e-4;
strings(1).E = 2e11;
strings(1).T60 = [10;8];
strings(1).L = 0.35;

% String 2
strings(2).f0 = 180;
strings(2).rho = 8e-4;
strings(2).rad = 1e-4;
strings(2).E = 2e11;
strings(2).T60 = [10;8];
strings(2).L = 0.34;

bow = struct();
bow.Kw = 1e6;
bow.alpha = 2.0;
bow.beta = 20;
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bow.lambda = 10;
bow.M = 0.1;

fing = struct();
fing.Kw = 1e5;
fing.Ku = 1e3;
fing.alpha = 2.2;
fing.beta = 50;
fing.lambda = 20;
fing.M = 0.05;

12.2 Score File Format: Bowed string code

The score file for the bowed string code is also in Matlab format. This time there are only three values allowed:

Tf (scalar) specifies the duration of the simulation in seconds.

bowgest (array of structs) specifies the movement of the bows in the simulation. Each bow has the following
members: stringnumber (which string the bow is on, numbered from 1), w0, vw0, u0, vu0 (initial positions
and velocities), times (an array of times in seconds for which the bow position and force are given), pos (an
array of bow positions at the specified times), force w (an array of vertical force values at the specified times),
and force u (an array of horizontal force values at the specified times).

finggest (array of structs) specifies the movement of the fingers in the simulation. Each finger has the same
members described in the bow gesture above, but with one addition: a vibrato array. This is a 2D array,
each row of which contains 5 values: a start time, an end time, a ramp time (all in seconds), an amplitude and
a frequency, for a vibrato motion.

Example score file:

% bowed string score file
Tf = 2;

bowgest = struct;
ttb = 0.05; % transition time for bow gestures

% Bow 1
bowgest(1).stringnumber = 1;
bowgest(1).w0 = 1e-8;
bowgest(1).vw0 = 0;
bowgest(1).u0 = 0;
bowgest(1).vu0 = 0;
bowgest(1).times = [0 ttb 0.5 0.5+ttb Tf];
bowgest(1).pos = [0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.9];
bowgest(1).force_w = [0 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.4];
bowgest(1).force_u = [0 0 0 2 2.5];
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% Bow 2
bowgest(2).stringnumber = 2;
bowgest(2).w0 = 1e-8;
bowgest(2).vw0 = 0;
bowgest(2).u0 = 0;
bowgest(2).vu0 = 0;
bowgest(2).times = [0 ttb 0.5 0.5+ttb Tf];
bowgest(2).pos = [0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.89];
bowgest(2).force_w = [0 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.41];
bowgest(2).force_u = [0 0 0 2 2.43];

finggest = struct;

finggest(1).stringnumber = 1;
finggest(1).w0 = 1e-8;
finggest(1).vw0 = 0;
finggest(1).u0 = 0;
finggest(1).vu0 = 0;
finggest(1).times = [0 ttb Tf];
finggest(1).pos = [0.159103584746285 0.159103584746285 0.159103584746285];
finggest(1).force_w = [0 -3 -3];
finggest(1).force_u = [0 0 0];

% Finger 2
finggest(2).stringnumber = 2;
finggest(2).w0 = 1e-8;
finggest(2).vw0 = 0;
finggest(2).u0 = 0;
finggest(2).vu0 = 0;
finggest(2).times = [0 ttb Tf];
finggest(2).pos = [0.250846461561659 0.250846461561659 0.579551792373143];
finggest(2).force_w = [0 -3 -3];
finggest(2).force_u = [0 0 0];

% define vibrato gesture:
finggest(1).vibrato = [0.8 2 0.5 0.02 5];
finggest(2).vibrato = [];

Note the use of the additional variable ttb to calculate some of the time values; simple expressions like this are
supported by the Matlab parser.

A Implementation Details

The codes are now integrated into a common base, so the instructions here apply to all of the codes currently available
on the NESS service.
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A.1 Compilation

The source code is in the Framework/src directory from SVN. It depends on the library modules in common/src/sparse
so make sure you have a complete source tree including these. It also depends on libxml2, so ensure that you have
this installed, and that xml2-config is in your path.

There are several Makefiles included in the source tree. To build a standard (pure C++) Linux binary, simply run
make. To build the GPU-accelerated version, run make -f Makefile.cuda, and to build a Windows version,
run make -f Makefile.mingw. This requires an installation of the MinGW toolchain. Note that the Windows
version does not currently support multicore or GPU acceleration. The other Makefiles are only useful for building
a stand-alone version of the brass code, which is not covered here.

The resulting binary is named framework. It is capable of running all the codes; if you simply run it as it is, it will
attempt to autodetect the instrument type from the input files given and use the correct parser for them. However,
if you rename the executable to one of the recognised names zero, zeroPt1, mp3d, soundboard, guitar or
modal, it will choose the parser based on the executable name instead.

A.2 Command Line Arguments

The code takes a large variety of command line arguments, some of which are only applicable to certain codes. They
are:

• -v Prints out the code name and version number.

• -i <filename> Specifies the instrument filename. Default is ’instrument.txt’.

• -s <filename> Specifies the score filename. Default is ’score.txt’.

• -r Enables saving of raw output data into .f64 files. Off by default.

• -e Run first 1000 timesteps and print out an estimate of how long it would take to run complete simulation.

• -o <basename> Base name for output files. Default is ’output’, so by default the files will be named ’output-
mix.wav’, ’output1.wav’, ’output2.wav’, etc. If there is only one output, the number will be omitted.

• -c [stereo|all] Whether to save individual channel WAV files, or just the stereo mix. Default is to save
all.

• -energy Enables the energy conservation check. If supported by the components in use, this will result in an
’energy.txt’ file being created, containing the total energy in the system at each timestep. Enabling the energy
check will set the default loss mode to 0 (no loss); if this is overridden and loss is re-enabled, energy will not
be conserved. Enabling ’-energy’ also disables inputs such as strikes and bows, so impulses should be used
instead, otherwise the system will be all zeroes throughout the run.

• -impulse Instead of initialising the component state arrays to zero, a single unit impulse will be placed in the
centre of the domain. Useful for testing in conjunction with ’-energy’. In instruments with multiple components
it is sometimes useful to have an impulse in only one of them; see the section below on component-local settings
for details of how to do this.
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• -normalise outs/normalize outs Normalises each output channel individually before creating the stereo
mix. This will have the effect of making all the channels sound equally loud, even if some were originally much
lower volume.

• -symmetric Enables solving a symmetric linear system for non-linear plates and membranes. Off by default.
May be faster for some instruments but should give the same result.

• -iterinv <count> Number of iterations to run for embedded plates when dealing with the airbox coupling.
Default is 5 for plates and 8 for membranes.

• -pcg tol <tolerance> Tolerance for conjugate gradient solver used by non-linear plates and membranes.
Larger tolerances may make the code run faster at the expense of accuracy. Default is 1e-6.

• -pcg max it <count> Maximum number of iterations for conjugate gradient solver used by non-linear plates
and membranes. Default is 500.

• -no recalc q Stops airbox initialisation from recalculating the Q parameter.

• -loss mode <value> Controls whether the components are lossy or not. Default value is 1, which is normal
loss. 0 means sig0 and sig1 are both set to zero (no loss). -1 means sig0 is set to zero but sig1 is not.

• -fixpar <value> Provides a scaling factor that is applied to the grid spacings for 1D and 2D components.
Default is 1.0.

• -linear Uses the faster linear code for plates and membranes. Off by default.

• -interpolate inputs Linearly interpolate inputs. Not implemented for bows yet.

• -interpolate outputs Linearly interpolate outputs.

• -negate inputs Negates all input values before applying them. Not implemented for bows yet.

• -log state Saves out raw component state arrays every timestep, for debugging. Can produce very large
files, especially when there are 3D components present.

• -log matrices Saves out components’ matrices after initialisation, for debugging. Not yet fully implemented.

• -disable gpu Disables use of the GPU, even when there is one available and the code has been built to use
it.

• -max threads <count> Maximum number of threads to use. Default is number of cores in the system.

• -cuda 2d block w, cuda 2d block h, cuda 3d block w, cuda 3d block h, cuda 3d block d Sets
block dimensions for GPU kernels. Default is 16x16 blocks for 2D and 8x8x8 for 3D.

In addition to these global settings, some settings can also be changed for a single component. This is done by
putting a colon and then a component name after the setting name. For example:

-iterinv:plate1 8
-linear:drumbottom
-interpolate_outputs:airbox
-pcg_max_it:plate3 350

Also, multiple components can be specified in a comma separated list:
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-iterinv:plate1,plate2,plate4 8
-linear:drumbottom,drumtop

Some settings (such as -max threads) only make sense in a global context, so any component-specific versions of
these will be ignored. The settings that affect inputs and outputs will affect all the inputs and outputs attached to
the specified component.

A.3 Logging

By default the code logs important information to stderr. By setting the environment variable NESS LOG LEVEL it
is possible to increase the amount of information logged, useful for debugging. (The default level is 5; level 3 will
show more information and level 1 will show very detailed information). It is also possible to redirect the log to a
file by setting NESS LOG FILE to the filename.

A.4 Unit Tests

There is a unit test suite for the framework in Framework/unittests. To compile the tests:

1. If you want to run the tests on a GPU-enabled build of the code, make sure you have built a GPU-enabled
build in Framework/src. Similarly, if you want to run the tests on a standard C++ build, make sure you
have built a standard C++ build in Framework/src.

2. Make sure that you have CPPUnit installed, and cppunit-config in your PATH. If you are building with
GPU support, you also need the CUDA binaries in your path.

3. To build the tests with GPU support enabled, run make -f Makefile.cuda from the unittests directory.
To build without GPU support, simply run make.

To run the tests:

1. Make sure that the CPPUnit dynamic library is in your LD LIBRARY PATH. If you have enabled GPU support,
you also need the CUDA libraries to be in your library path.

2. Run ”./main” in the unittests directory.

A.5 System Tests

There is a suite of system tests for the framework in Framework/systemtests. To run these:

1. Before you run the tests for the first time, change to the systemtests directory and run make to build the
comparison program required by the tests.

2. You also need to build a copy of the framework executable in the usual place (Framework/src directory).

3. To run the tests, simply change to the systemtests directory and run the run.sh script.
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